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I disagree with the other comments that this is a novel approach. It is advocated by the authors since several years with various applications. My comment on it, however, remains the same each time: The approach cannot be done in soils or sediments as it compares apples with pears.

This is due to two reasons. First, plants incorporate the leaf water enrichment signal to variable degrees in their waxes and hemicellulose (Kahmen et al., 2013, Zech et al., 2014). Leaf water is not the sole source of the hydrogen in waxes and oxygen in hemicellulose but a leaf water – xylem water mixture which is different between plants. It is not only grasses versus other plants as suggested here but various plants to a variable degree.

Second, plants produce waxes and hemicellulose in highly variable amounts (e.g. Diefendorf & Freimuth, 2017) depending on plant type and not correlated with each other, i.e. higher wax content is not necessarily associated to higher hemicellulose content.

In sedimentary archives or soils this means that the hydrogen isotope signal of leaf waxes is a wax-production weighted signal of the primary signal (temperature, amount, source effect) overprinted to a certain degree by evapo-transpiration and the hemicellulose oxygen isotope signal is a hemicellulose-production weighted signal of the same primary signal but affected to a different degree by evapo-transpiration due to different vegetation contributions to both parameters. Both δD of wax lipids and δ¹⁸O of hemicellulose are thus qualitative hydrologic parameters that are not directly correlated and comparable. The position of the data points in δ¹⁸O-δD space is thus dependent on vegetation composition and changes thereof and cannot be interpreted as reflecting leaf water isotopic enrichment in a quantitative approach. Application of such approach to sediments or soils will lead to erroneous and misleading interpretations.


